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Motivation

● Telemark skiing imparts different 
forces on a ski compared to alpine 
resulting in performance 
discrepancies.

● Using telemark bindings voids ski 
warranty due to bindings often 
tearing out.

Common Ski Design

Problems and Why They Occur

Future Work
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Aspects of interest include ski layering 
and ski shape.

Different forces place on the ski during 
a turn.

Optimizations

Methods
● Researched materials used and why 

to optimize inherent ski properties.
● Collected real life force data using 

pressure and spring scales to be used 
in ski analysis.

● Created skis in SolidWorks changing 
camber shape and the shape and 
length of the structural layer.

● Analyzed models in Finite Element 
Analysis to create stress profiles.

● Expand real life force measurement 
to maximize model accuracy.

● Perform further experiments related 
to core cross-section shape.
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● Back of the trailing ski is unstable 
and sometimes lifts due the heel lift 
pulling up on the back of the binding.

● High forces in small area, especially 
around pivot point, can tear out the 
binding in weaker core skis.

● Ski is not curved as designed for 
both leading and trailing skis due to 
either too much or too little force.
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